Applications continue to increase in size and complexity which makes debugging and program understanding more challenging. Programs written in managed languages, such as Java, C#, and Ruby, further exacerbate this challenge because they tend to encode much of their state in the heap. This paper introduces dynamic shape analysis which seeks to characterize data structures in the heap by dynamically summarizing the object pointer relationships and detecting dynamic degree metrics based on class. The analysis identifies recursive data structures, automatically discovers dynamic degree metrics, and reports errors when degree metrics are violated. Uses of dynamic shape analysis include helping programmers find data structure errors during development, generating assertions for verification with static or dynamic analysis, and detecting subtle errors in deployment. We implement dynamic shape analysis in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Using SPECjvm and DaCapo benchmarks, we show that most objects in the heap are part of recursive data structures that maintain strong dynamic degree metrics. We show that once dynamic shape analysis establishes degree metrics from correct executions, it can find automatically inserted errors on subsequent executions in microbenchmarks. These suggests it can be used in deployment for improving software reliability.
Introduction
Object-oriented languages encode program state in objects. With a growing number of objects allocated in the heap, it is unsurprising that many semantic, data structure, and concurrency bugs manifest themselves in heap allocated data structures. Heap analysis therefore has the potential to help developers detect errors and specify their programs correctly.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. ISMM'09, June 19-20, 2009 To manage objects, programmers use regular data structures, such as arrays and recursive data structures. A recursive data structure (RDS) forms a regular pattern of nodes and references (pointers), such that removing references between any two nodes results in two instances of the same data structure. For example, a singlylinked list with n nodes is a simple recursive data structure and can be divided into two smaller singly-linked lists: one of size x and another of size n − x. For a long time, researchers have used static shape analysis to characterize recursive data structures in the heap based on the code that creates and manipulates them using [9, 10, 16, 28, 29] . By analyzing program statements, static shape analysis detects recursive data structures and their invariants. For example, it can detect that a singly-linked list has two invariants: n − 1 nodes have exactly one incoming pointer as well as one outgoing pointer. Despite its recent advances [9] , static shape analysis is not used extensively because it requires flow-and contextsensitivity, which makes it very expensive and necessarily conservative.
In this paper, we introduce dynamic shape analysis, which dynamically detects recursive data structures and degree invariants that hold during a particular program execution by piggybacking on periodic garbage collections. Our analysis computes a classfield summary graph (CFSG) which summarizes the dynamic object graph based on class definitions. The CFSG records the number of objects and their recursive degree metrics as in-and out-degree invariants. When a specific number of nodes of a data structure exhibit a particular degree, we call it a fixed metric and track the number of objects that exhibit the fixed metric. For example, in a singly-linked list with n nodes, exactly n − 1 nodes have an outdegree equal to one and the last node has an out-degree equal to zero. For any degree invariant, that is not fixed, the CFSG records a range metric as the fraction of objects with a given property along with its variance.
A fully accurate dynamic shape analysis requires analysis of the heap after every pointer mutation which is extremely costly. To make the costs more tractable, we piggyback on garbage collection in a tool called ShapeUp that we add to a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Since garbage collection is periodic and relatively infrequent, dynamic shape analysis can be made efficient. For example, ShapeUp adds an average 4 to 8% to total runtime and less than 1% to space overheads in our system. Performing dynamic shape analysis less frequently trades accuracy for efficiency. ShapeUp loses accuracy since the program can violate degree metrics between collections. Our results, however, indicate that performing dynamic shape analysis relatively infrequently is sufficient to produce information accurate enough to find many errors.
We evaluate ShapeUp by first identifying a variety of both library and custom recursive data structures in SPECjvm and DaCapo Java benchmarks. We demonstrate that the vast majority of objects in the heap are part of recursive data structures and that these data structures maintain dynamic degree metrics for their entire execution. While individual data structures maintain degree metrics (e.g., an in-degree of one), the heap as a whole does not because of its transient nature. Using microbenchmarks, we show a unique application of dynamic shape analysis in which ShapeUp uses correct executions to develop invariants and then finds errors in incorrect executions. We automate the generation of incorrect executions and find that some errors trigger anomalies in the degree metrics that ShapeUp detects and reports. These results suggest that ShapeUp may be useful for hard-to-find errors that make it into deployment.
In summary, dynamic heap analysis effectively summarizes the objects in the heap by class, finds dynamic invariants, and finds violations by mining much of the heap's regular structure from the object graph. This paper begins the study of dynamic shape analysis by degree metrics by showing how degree metrics can be used to detect and report errors in microbenchmarks. It leaves as future work the study of more precise summaries that can handle multiple instances of a single data structure as well as application to real programs. We begin in the next section by discussing potential uses for dynamic shape analysis in more detail and explain how it differs from its static counterpart.
Motivation
Dynamic and static shape analysis differ in their use cases.
Static shape analysis is a flow and context-sensitive analysis that proves that a program correctly constructs and manipulates a recursive data structure. Static analysis strives to detect that a data structure will never violate some invariant, such as the nodes in a binary tree have an in-degree of at most one. Unfortunately there are points in the program (i.e., when a data structure is manipulated) that invariants are temporarily violated. To aid static shape analysis, programmers specify the invariants and the points at which they expect the invariants to hold. Even with this help, static analysis, which is necessarily conservative, cannot always prove some properties even if they do hold. Furthermore, static shape analysis is still intractable for all but modestly-sized programs.
Dynamic shape analysis, instead, samples data structures in the heap for a given program run. It analyzes the current shape of the data structure and, given correct invariants, can determine if the current dynamic shape violates these invariants. It cannot guarantee a data structure will never violate its invariants as invariants can be violated between samples. However, dynamic shape analysis can help developers find bugs that persist early in development, during testing, and after deployment. Data structure reports during development can help programmers find obvious errors. For example, consider the case when a developer intends to create a doubly-linked list, but forgets to set the back pointer and creates a singly-linked list instead. The ShapeUp invariant report would clearly indicate that n − 1 nodes showed an in-degree of one rather than the expected value of two.
More interestingly, perhaps, is the case of detecting invariant violations during or after deployment. This paper demonstrates that dynamic shape analysis can develop invariants by observing correct executions and then can find anomalous ones, such as when a well-tested program exhibits a runtime error as a result of a race. If the errors persist over time, periodic analysis of the heap detects them. Furthermore, the information from dynamic shape analysis augments static analysis and verification. For example, users can provide dynamically detected invariants as input to static or dynamic verification. Dynamic shape analysis therefore has the potential to help programmers at many stages of development and deployment.
Related Work
Related work includes dynamic invariants based on programcounter locations, static shape analysis, error detection and correction using invariant specifications, and C heap analysis.
For a long time, static shape analysis has sought to understand heap structure by analyzing code to identify recursive data structures [9, 10, 16, 28, 29] . Unfortunately, it is not widely used because it requires flow and context-sensitivity which makes it very expensive and necessarily conservative. Our analysis efficiently gives the same information, but is specific to one or more program executions since it observes the current state of the heap rather than analyzing all possible heap states. Dynamic shape analysis, like static shape analysis, can be used to generate specifications and tests.
More recently, dynamic analyses have discovered likely invariants by mining dynamic program behavior, correlating it with program locations, and then identifying anomalous executions [15, 17, 18, 22, 21, 23, 25, 31] . For example, Hangal and Lam showed that crashes are often preceded by anomalous behavior, i.e., the program violates one or more dynamic invariants that were established either on previous executions or earlier in the current execution. They show that recording variable and condition values while reporting unseen values aids debugging. We show that this hypothesis applies to the heap as well, i.e., the heap object graph encodes semantics and unusual heap relationships reveal software flaws.
Recent work has also shown how to detect and correct data structure errors using programmer-specified invariants [1, 4, 11] or user-defined predicate routines [8, 14] . This approach requires a programmer to specify the nature of the data structure and then uses model checking and partial evaluation to detect and fix errors as they occur in the wild. User-defined predicates can encode valuable information, such as which value encodes the number of nodes that should be in the data structure, which ShapeUp will not discover. The advantage of ShapeUp is that it is fully automated and does not require a predicate routine. It detects similar errors by automatically discovering many of the same properties that user predicates contain. Developers can use the results of our analysis to write predicate routines for complex recursive data structures.
HeapMD examines simple heap properties in C programs [12] . Specifically, it shows that many C heaps contain a stable fraction of objects with an in-or out-degree of zero, one, or two. While HeapMD provides inspiration, our work shows that the more transient nature of the Java heap and more complex relationships in the object graph rarely provide stable whole-heap invariants. Differentiating the heap by class and connectivity, however, reveals recursive data structures that do have many stable degree invariants.
Pheng and Verbrugge visualize dynamic data structure evolution from program traces, showing how memory usage and drag varies over time [26] . They analyze complete program traces, whereas we show how to efficiently compute summaries by piggybacking on the garbage collector. Their analysis identifies lists, trees, and directed acyclic graphs, whereas ShapeUp develops invariants.
Jump and McKinley introduce the class points-from graph which summarizes the entire heap by user classes and the pointer relationships between them [20] . This heap representation helped developers find memory leaks by identifying growing parts of the graph. Our work is orthogonal and complimentary. This paper extends the class points-from graph by adding field edges, creating a class-field summary graph. Furthermore, we use the resulting graph to characterize data structures in the SPECjvm and DaCapo Java programs, to identify recursive degree invariants in correct program executions, and to identify malformed data structures quickly and precisely.
Data Structure Analysis
To manage large amounts of data, programs written in modern languages use recursive data structures. Developers implicitly and explicitly maintain invariants over data structures and in the code that allocates and manipulates them. A recursive data structure 
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Library data structures Custom data structures Figure 1 . Recursive data structure in the heap (RDS) is a set of objects linked by references (pointers) in a regular pattern such that any part is composed of a smaller or simpler instance of the same data structure. For example, a subset of a singly-linked list is also a singly-linked list. While the definition of the data structure is unbounded, the size of any particular RDS in the heap is bounded.
We examine the composition of the heap in terms of the recursive data structures for SPECjvm and DaCapo benchmarks and present them in Figure 1 . We separate recursive data structures based on where they are implemented. A custom data structure is one that is specifically implemented by the application. Other data structures are implemented in libraries and are simply used by the application. Figure 1 shows that recursive data structures are used ubiquitously in the benchmarks analyzed. While compress and mpegaudio rely strictly on arrays for handling their data, in other benchmarks, 91% of all objects are part of a RDS, 33% of which are contained in custom data structures.
In Java and other object-oriented languages, a recursive data structure is implemented separately from the data that the data structure contains. Thus we refine the definition of RDS to include object class and differentiate objects of the class that implement the recursive backbone of the data structure. The recursive backbone defines the shape of the RDS and consists of objects of a single class that reference other object(s) of the same class. For instance, a tree is composed of smaller trees (sub-trees) where the smallest tree is a single node. A given class definition of a tree contains a class Node with some number of references to other Nodes, as well as references to one or more data objects. Table 1 details the microbenchmarks that we implemented to evaluate ShapeUp including singly-linked lists, doubly-linked lists, binary trees, binary trees with parent pointer, and a simplified hashmap. For each data structure, the first column illustrates example instantiations. The second column presents the definition of the Node class. The third column shows the class-field summary graph (CFSG, explained in the next Section), which summarizes the recursive backbone and reflects the shape of the RDS. It is this shape that both static and dynamic shape analysis seek to characterize. We next describe how ShapeUp piggybacks on the garbage collector to create this summary.
Summarizing Data Structures for RDS Analysis
Dynamic shape analysis examines the heap at each garbage collection. The state of a program's heap can be expressed as a directed graph G = {V, E}, where V is the set of all heap-allocated objects and E is the set of references between objects in the heap. That is, if an object o with field f that refers to object p, then the edge (o.f, p) exists in the graph G. The in-degree of an object o is the number of other objects in the heap that reference o. The outdegree of an object o is the number of objects to which o actually refers (not the potential number specified by the object's class Figure 2 . Pseudocode for accumulating in-and out-degree metrics during object scan.
roots of the heap-graph are references stored in the statics (global variables), stacks, and registers. A tracing garbage collector starts at these roots and detects live objects by performing a transitive closure through all the live object references in the heap. ShapeUp piggybacks on this scan and summarizes the structure of the heap in a class-field summary graph (CFSG), which describes the dynamic shape of objects per class.
The CFSG summarizes the entire heap by class nodes and field edges. The class summary nodes record the total number of objects of this class in the heap. For each reachable (live) object oc 1 discovered during the garbage collection's trace of the heap, ShapeUp determines the object's class c1 and increments the counter of the corresponding class node. The field edges represent each reference (o.f, p) as a directed edge between o and p distinguished by field f . In order to capture the shape of a recursive data structure, ShapeUp uses degree metrics. A degree metric is defined as the in-and outdegree of an object instance. Since dynamic shape analysis tries to characterize the shape of the RDS as defined by the recursive backbone, ShapeUp tracks only those degree metrics corresponding to the objects and edges that define the recursive backbone of the RDS. ShapeUp tracks these edges in the CFSG class node in a distribution histogram.
By definition, the backbone edges of a RDS are defined as (oc 1 .f, pc 2 ) such that c1 = c2. In this case, ShapeUp increments and accumulates the out-degree of oc 1 and the in-degree of pc 2 in a histogram that tracks the number of objects with each in-and outdegree in the CFSG class node. Object scanning allows ShapeUp to compute the in-and out-degree of each individual object at low cost. When the collector scans an object, the out-degree is known and ShapeUp directly increments the out-degree histogram that corresponds to the number of non-null outgoing references. Since the in-degrees of object instances are not completely known until the collector completes its transitive closure over the heap, the indegree histogram is computed incrementally. We detail this process both in pseudocode found in Figure 2 and in the following section. Figure 3 shows a step-by-step example of building the CFSG for the recursive backbone of a doubly-linked list. In the figure, instances of the same class have the same shape (i.e., the DoublyLinkedList object is a square and Nodes are circles). 
Step-by-Step Example
Doubly-Linked List
class DoublyLinkedList { Node head; Node tail; static class Node { Object data; Node next; Node prev;
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Step-by-step example of building the CFSG. Histogram bins are represented by in = k(#) where # is the number of objects in that bin.
The left side of the figure shows the heap graph during the garbage collector's object scan. Following the three-color abstraction [13] , black objects have already been scanned by the collector, gray objects have been enqueued for scanning, and white object have not yet been seen. The right side shows the corresponding CFSG. We walk through this figure step-by-step:
Step 1: We start after the DoublyLinkedList object has been scanned (black square). Above each object, the figure shows the in-degree of that object instance. In this case, both objects are marked with † indicating that neither object has been identified as a recursive-backbone object. In the CFSG, the node for the DoublyLinkedList class shows one instance with one edge to the Node class. Notice that the number of Node objects in the CFSG is zero since the Node object has only been enqueued but not scanned (gray). No recursive-backbone object has been identified.
Step 2: The collector scans the first Node object that defines the recursive backbone. The CFSG captures and identifies the recursive-backbone objects with a self-edge representing the next field in the Node and increments the in-degree histogram for this root object (in = 0(1)). We track in-and out-degree with separate histograms in the CFSG node. Since the outdegree is known, the corresponding bar in the histogram is incremented (out = 1(1)). The in-degree, which must be computed incrementally, requires a byte in the object header to count in-degree for each instance. As the collector scans each object, the children are examined and the in-degree in the object header is incremented. For each gray child, which has already been enqueued for scanning, ShapeUp decrements the histogram bar corresponding to the child's previous in-degree and increments the bar corresponding to the child's new indegree. For each white child, ShapeUp only increments the bar corresponding to the in = 1 (out = 1(1)).
Step 3: The scan of the second Node object adds a second selfedge in the CFSG representing the prev pointer in the Node and out = 2 is added to the CFSG node. The in-degree is computed incrementally for each child (in = 0(0), in = 1(3)).
Steps 4-5:
The scan continues to process each Node of the doublylinked list.
Step 6: At the tail of the data structure, we process the final Node of the data structure. At this point, ShapeUp has captured the shape of the entire data structure in the CFSG.
The bottom of Figure 3 shows the most general form of the CFSG for a correct doubly-linked list. In the summary, it shows that n − 2 objects have in-degree and out-degree equal to two, while 2 objects (the head and the tail) have in-degree and out-degree equal to one. We call these fixed metrics of the data structure. Column three of Table 1 shows the general CFSG for several different data structures. At the end of the collection, the CFSG completely summarizes the number of objects of each class and the number of objects with each in-and out-degree that are live at the time of the collection. Finally, we add a phase to the end of garbage collection during which we add the current CFSG in to a cumulative CFSG for the program. We aggregate the average percent of objects with each degree metric (e.g., in = 0, in = 1, in = 2, etc.). For single data structures, we record a fixed metric if 0, 1, 2, n, n − 1, or n − 2 objects exhibit the degree metric. Otherwise, we record a range metric as a percentage of objects observed by ShapeUp during one or more executions. We find that fixed metrics are very sensitive to violation when anomalies are introduced while range metrics are more tolerant. In the next section, we evaluate the CFSG and show how it can be used to detect errors in recursive data structures.
Experimental Methodology
We implement ShapeUp in MMTk, a memory management toolkit in Jikes RVM version 2.9.1 [2, 3] . MMTk implements a number of high-performance collectors [5, 6] . We measure performance on SPECjvm [30] and DaCapo v.06-10-MR2 [7] benchmark suites using full-heap mark-sweep and generational mark-sweep collectors. We use configurations that precompile as much as possible, including key libraries and the optimizing compiler (the Fast buildtime configuration), and turn off assertion checking. Additionally, we remove the nondeterministic behavior of the adaptive compilation system by applying replay compilation [19] .
Overhead. We configure ShapeUp to perform dynamic shape analysis together with garbage collection at the natural garbage collection points that are triggered when the heap is full. We experiment with a range of heap sizes that are proportional to the live memory size for a given benchmark, following best practices [7] . We select heap sizes that range from the minimum in which the program can execute to six times the minimum. Common practice for production systems is to select heap sizes of around two times the minimum. The current implementation of CFSG adds an average of 4.6% to the total time of all the benchmarks when using a full-heap collector (maximum of 39% for pmd) and an average of 8.4% when using a generational collector (maximum of 92% for hsqldb), while adding <1% to the space requirements of the program. We omit these results for brevity. We believe that this overhead can be reduced further with performance tuning. If users can tolerate more overhead and would like more samples for debugging, such as during testing or development, ShapeUp can analyze the heap more frequently. Users can easily obtain samples at specific program points of interest during debugging by inserting calls to System.gc() in their source code. 
Degree Metrics Detection
In this section, we analyze the data structures in the SPECjvm and DaCapo benchmarks, classifying them as either library or custom implementations. We find that whole-heap degree metrics are not stable while class degree metrics are, including the degree metrics for classes that define recursive backbones. We then evaluate ShapeUp with microbenchmarks that implement singly-linked and doubly-linked lists, binary trees, and linked hashmaps.
SPECjvm and DaCapo Benchmarks
Recall from Figure 1 , programs ubiquitously use RDSs to manage the large number of objects in the heap. In our benchmarks, 91% of all objects are part of a RDS. Of these objects, 67% come from library implementations and 33% from custom data structure implementations. We gain inspiration from previous work that showed that measuring whole-heap degree metrics was sufficient to discover data structure bugs in C programs [12] . Using the same measure of stability, we find that whole-heap measurements are too granular to predict errors in data structures for Java. Figure 4 presents two sample whole-heap degree metrics. Figure 4(a) shows the rate of change of out-degree metrics for the entire heap as a function of megabytes of allocation for jython. Figure 4(b) shows the same whole-heap metrics for pmd, whereas (c) shows out-degree metrics for the dominant RDS in pmd. Notice that the y-axis scale in (b) is two orders of magnitude larger than in (a) and (c). Figure 4 shows that out-degree metrics for jython are relatively constant, whereas the out-degree metric for the whole heap varies wildly for pmd. The results for pmd are representative of most of our benchmarks. Of 18 benchmarks from SPECjvm and DaCapo, 11 do not have any stable whole-heap degree metrics: jess, raytrace, db, javac, mtrt, jbb2000, bloat, eclipse, fop, lusearch, and pmd. Two programs have many stable degree metrics: 7 degree metrics for compress and 5 for jython. Four programs have 1 or 2 stable degree metrics: mpegaudio (2), luindex (2), jack (1), and antlr (1). Simply monitoring whole-heap degree metrics is not sufficient to understand most program behavior in Java.
Although degree metrics were unstable across the whole heap, the degree metrics of classes are stable. Figure 4 (c) illustrates this stability by plotting the out-degree metrics for HashMap$HashEntry in pmd, its biggest data structure. Table 2 reports the dominant recursive data structures for each benchmark in column two. Column three indicates whether it is implemented in a library (L) or the benchmark has a custom (C) implementation. If the dominant recursive data structure is library-implemented, the table also includes the most dominant custom recursive data structure. One exception is luindex which does not implement any custom data structures. Column four indicates the average fraction of the heap the dominant data structure occupies. Notice that only two programs contain one very dominate RDS that occupies more than 90% of the heap, e.g., jython and luindex. The remaining nine programs have one data structure that occupies 40 to 80% of the heap and many, but not all, are defined in the libraries. For example, raytrace uses a single custom data structure which consumes 78% of the heap on average. Hashmap and its variants are common in the benchmarks and thus we include this more complex data structure in our microbenchmarks.
Columns five through nine enumerate in-and out-degree metrics of zero, one, two, and three, respectively. The top row of these columns reports in-degree metrics and the bottom row reports outdegree metrics. Since these metrics are with respect to the RDS, an object can have an in-degree of zero in the CFSG when the object has only an incoming pointer from an object of another class.
Each entry is either a fixed or a range metric. For example, all instances (n) of OctNode with out = 0 in raytrace. This information can be useful during development because even a single node with out = 0 would indicate an error. We indicate a range metric with square brackets and show the minimum and maximum fraction of objects observed during the entire execution of the benchmark. If they are the same, we report one number.
Two key trends emerge: (1) Many range metrics are tight, some having zero variance. For example, 72.91% of LinkedHashMap$LinkedHashEntry nodes have in-degree equal to two in jack and luindex. (2) Each RDS exhibit fixed degree metrics. Given an expected fixed metric value by the programmer or derived from previous executions, the system can easily automate and report fixed metric violations. For example, if the programmer asserts no object should have an in-degree greater than or equal to two (also called an ownership type [24] ), the system can report an error if this metric is violated. The next two sections explore this potential with microbenchmarks and automated error insertion.
Microbenchmarks
We implement the following microbenchmarks to study them in more detail: singly-linked lists, doubly-linked lists, binary trees, binary trees with parent pointers, and simplified linked hashmaps. We include hashmap because hashmaps account for more than 50% of RDSs in 8 of the 16 benchmarks we tested. Recall from Section 4 that Table 1 shows the microbenchmark implementations, sample heap graphs, and corresponding CFSG. Table 3 lists the microbenchmark variations that we tested. We performed 100 trials on correct executions consisting of a random number between 100 and 100,000 of nodes in the RDS to collect dynamic degree metrics. At each garbage collection measurement point, ShapeUp calculates the degree metric and merges it to previous correct runs. If the degree metric is fixed, ShapeUp indicates the fixed value for future comparison. If the metric is not fixed, Table 3 . Degree metrics discovered by ShapeUp on correct data structures with between 100 and 100,000 nodes. ShapeUp determines the percentage of objects with that metric and determines the range metric from the correct runs. Table 3 uses the same format for presenting fixed and range metrics as Table 2 , which is explained in the previous section. In isolation, data structures show a larger number of fixed metrics. For example, the singly-linked list has 1 node with out = 0 which represents the tail of the data structure. Furthermore, the start (or root) of a RDS has one node with in = 0. In the singly-linked list, out-degree equals one (out = 1) for n − 1 nodes.
For the less regular data structures, we see fewer fixed metrics. Section 6.3 shows how ShapeUp uses its automatically discovered invariants from correct executions in our microbenchmarks (Table 3) to detect errors when we insert errors. Figure 5 . Pseudocode for discovering dynamic invariant violations.
Automated Error Detection
This section explores using ShapeUp to automatically detect errors by using dynamically discovered invariants from correct runs to train ShapeUp. While we expect most errors to be discovered during testing, even well-tested programs have errors. For example, a data race that causes a cycle in a linked-list in a concurrent data structure may show up only in deployment.
In training, we use correct program executions to dynamically discover degree metrics as shown in Table 3 . In testing mode, we compare the current execution to the previously discovered degree metrics. On each full-heap garbage collection, ShapeUp analyzes the data structures and compares this sample to the stored dynamic degree metrics from correct executions. Figure 5 shows how ShapeUp compares metrics from this measurement with previous measurements to detect violations. If the metric is fixed and the current measurement is not the same, ShapeUp reports a violation. Otherwise, ShapeUp reports a potential violation if the fraction of objects with the metric falls below the minimum or above the maximum of a given range metric.
We insert random errors into each of the data structures in our microbenchmark as described in Table 4 . For example, a disconnect error introduced into a doubly-linked list randomly chooses a node and than randomly chooses to disconnect one of the edges from that node. In the case of random, we randomly select one of the other error types to insert for each error. The insertion and deletion of edges in RDSs changes the shape of the recursive backbone and thus violate degree metrics. For each type of error, we perform 100 tests that insert 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 50, and 100 errors into RDSs that have 100,000 nodes. Table 5 illustrates the percentage of runs where ShapeUp successfully reports an error. cycle  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  disconnect  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  99  skip  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  random  100  100  95  98  99  96  98  98  Complete Binary Tree  linkerror  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  Full Binary Tree  linkerror  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  Random Binary Tree  linkerror  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  Complete Binary tree with Parent Pointer  disconnect  53  92  93  99  100  100  100  100  linkerror  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  random  85  97  100  100  100  100  100  100  Full Binary Tree with Parent Pointer  disconnect  72  83  92  97  100  99  100  100  linkerror  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  random  86  97  99  100  100  100  100  100  Random Binary Tree with Parent Pointer  disconnect  14  22  27  35  41  69  100  100  linkerror  31  63  73  84  94  97  100  100  random  29  36  56  66  64  90  100  100  Linked Hashmap  bucketlink  0  0  0  1  0  3  12  25 In Figure 6 , we report the percentage of runs for which ShapeUp reported a fixed metric violation, a range metric violation, or either violation for the binary tree with parent pointer. Fixed metrics show a greater degree of sensitivity to shape violations. In fact, for every range metric violation, there was a corresponding fixed violation. Figure 6(a-c) show results for linkerror, which adds a link from a leaf node node l to a randomly selected node noder in the tree. Adding a link from node l to noder changes the indegree of noder which is quickly detected except in the case of Table 3 shows why this is true. For the complete and full versions of the binary tree with parent pointer, shifting the in-degree by one results in a fixed metric violation. For the random binary tree with parent pointer, ShapeUp has less success detecting errors in the corresponding random structure. Figure 6 (df) show results for disconnect errors. Since our approach will not detect errors if the error makes objects unreachable, we find mixed success detecting disconnect errors. For example, disconnecting the edge connecting a leaf node makes the corresponding leaf node unreachable and thus the resulting data structure does not violate its degree invariants. Disconnect errors require semantic invariant detection which is orthogonal to this work. We believe these errors would be caught earlier in development, or could be detected by adding code that keeps track of the expected number of objects in the data structure. Finally, Figures 6(g-i) show results when errors are randomly inserted. Since ShapeUp only samples the heap at garbage collection time, one issue is how quickly ShapeUp will detect an error, or if ShapeUp will miss an error that gets corrected before the next garbage collection. Our experience shows that data structure errors are likely to persist in the heap because programmers do not generally include code to correct these types of errors (or many others). Depending on the application, there are a variety of actions the system might take once an error is discovered. The system could halt the program or report the error to the developers. If developers include correction code, the system could execute this code, as proposed in prior work [8, 14] .
Conclusions
Programmers are increasingly challenged by the size and complexity of the programs they create. As programs allocate an increasing number of objects in the heap, heap analysis becomes critical for program understanding and debugging. In this paper, we present ShapeUp a dynamic shape analysis tool that characterizes the shape of recursive data structures by summarizing the heapgraph in a class-field summary graph (CFSG) with very low overheads. The CFSG completely summarizes the number of objects of each class and the references between them by field. Degree metrics of recursive-backbone objects capture the shape of the recursive data structures in the form of dynamic invariants. We evaluate ShapeUp by characterizing recursive data structures in SPECjvm and DaCapo benchmarks. We demonstrate that the vast majority of objects in the heap are part of recursive data structures. While summarizing degree metrics across the entire heap in Java is not sufficient to understand most program behavior, we show that degree metrics for a single recursive data structure maintain invariants for their entire execution. We show how to use dynamicallydiscovered degree metrics to find errors in incorrect executions of microbenchmarks showing that for some data structures a single error is sufficient to trigger a violation that was reported by ShapeUp.
Future work should (1) explore more precise summaries for degree metrics including cases where multiple instances of a recursive data structure exist using lightweight techniques to separate RDS instances [27] ; (2) consider data objects in addition to recursive types; and (3) evaluate ShapeUp in real applications. This paper shows that dynamic heap analysis can efficiently summarize the heap by class in such a way to find dynamic invariants and discover violations by mining degree metrics from the heap's regular structure.
